
Collaborative Pairs

A model for co production



Agenda
› Welcome and introductions 

› The Kings Fund Collaborative Pairs Programme. 

› Collaborative working in practice - PROMISE 
Sarah Rae and Dr. Manaan Kar-Ray .

› Questions and discussion



A new relationship between 
the NHS and patients, 
citizens and communities 

The Kings Fund Collaborative
Pairs Programme



Context: 5YFV - a new relationship

The NHS five year forward 
view talks about harnessing the 
'renewable energy represented by 
patients and communities' and the 
need to 'engage with communities 
and citizens in new ways, involving 
them directly in decisions about the 
future of health and care services.'



What’s it all about? what did we do?

› http://www.kingsfund.org.uk/leadership/leading-collaboratively-
patients-and-communities

› Pairs apply from the same organisation/system with a shared task 
to work on and a starting reflection on their relationship.

› A 5 day development programme focused on building 
collaborative capabilities, learning about what makes collaborative 
relationships work well, creating space to critically reflect; 
building a social movement for change.

› Knowledge capture process to shape wider thinking
› Examples of pairs…..
› Mark & Allison’s role as facilitators –modelling a collaborative pair.



Collaborative Pairs – why 
we wanted to do it ….
Starting assumptions –
› Patients, citizens and communities are a critical 

resource.

› The 5YFV new relationship = collaborative and…  

collaborative = relational.

Our aim was to-
› Support the development of collaborative 

relationships in local places.

› Strengthen collaborative skills and practices.

› Create space for reflection on the collaborative pair 
relationship.

› Progress practical local challenges.

› Establish a national network of collaborative pairs.



Collaborative Pairs - a definition
› "Collaborative pairs” is in itself a system change 

intervention; it disrupts the old "them and us" dynamic of 
relationship and explicitly names a new relationship based 
on collaborative principles eg shared purpose, 
mutuality, co ownership, shared decision making.

› In a collaborative pair relationship, healthcare professionals 
(managers, clinicians) and patients, citizens, or third sector 
leaders move beyond a "them and us" relationship (where 
power is held predominantly by one partner) to a more 
collaborative relationship where power is shared. 

› A defining feature of the collaborative pair relationship is 
that everything is shared e.g.shared purpose, working to a 
shared ambition, exercising shared leadership, with shared 
ownership and shared responsibility for what happens.



What we learned
› Application stage – pairs don’t easily exist, shared ambitions 

limited!
› Elastic band - default to “them and us” oppositional paradigm.
› Task vs. relationships – the “pull” to task.
› “Time” –code for resistance and default to dominant voice.
› Working under the radar often necessary – context doesn’t 

support collaboration
› Embedding Patient leadership -resources issue or priorities?
› Conversations are often difficult: fear; change; loss of power and 

identity; need for control;  anxiety about not knowing.
› Collaboration is supported when differences acknowledged
› System change – none of us know how to do this –learning 

conversations and testing assumptions.



Questions for discussion…
› What makes collaboration between health care professionals, 

patients and communities work well?
› Are collaborative relationships important? 
› Are there roles for Patients as leaders in your organisation? 
› What defines the relationship between patients and HCP’s in your 

context? 
› How does your organisational culture impact on collaborative 

work?
› How does power impact on collaborative relationships?
› What roles are possible for Patients as leaders?
› What needs to change to allow more collaborative relationships?


